ROLL CALL

Brian Gaudiose, Chair  Virginia  Barbara Richardson  New Hampshire
Linda Brunette, Vice Chair  Alaska  Jason McCartney  Nebraska
Keith Kuzmich  California  Joy Miller  Nevada
Matt Tamplin  Florida  Rebecca Shigley  North Carolina
Thomas Whalen  Kansas  Karen Vorvopoulos  Ohio
Barry Ward  Louisiana  Mike Carnley/Jamie Walker  Texas
Valeria Williams  Maryland  Randy Overstreet  Utah
Karen Blomquist/Diane Silverman Black  Massachusetts  Jeff Baughman  Washington
Michele Riddering  Michigan  Greg Elam  West Virginia
Carrie Couch  Missouri  Nitza Pfaff  Wisconsin

AGENDA

1. Introductory Remarks—Brian Gaudiose (VA)
2. Consider Adoption of Feb. 18 Minutes—Brian Gaudiose
3. Consider Adoption of the Continuing Education (EX) Subgroup’s Mar. 18th and 5th Minutes —Brian Gaudiose (VA)
4. Discuss Appointments – Brian Gaudiose (VA)
5. Discuss Continuing Education Reciprocity and Uniformity—Rebecca Shigley (NC)
6. Discuss Adjuster Licensing Reciprocity and Uniformity—Linda Brunette (AK)
7. Discuss State Licensing Handbook Review—Brian Gaudiose (VA)
8. Discuss NAIC Electronic Updates—NAIC Staff
9. Discuss NIPR Electronic Updates—NIPR Staff
10. Discuss Any Other Matters Brought Before the Working Group—Brian Gaudiose (VA)
11. Adjournment